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Abstract Using P2P network to provide video on demand (VOD) service can support large-scale users so as
to save the bandwidth cost of servers. As VOD must support VCR characters (drag, pause, randomly choosing
watching position, etc.), building a large-scale expansion of high-performance VOD system still faces huge
challenges. The paper ﬁrst presents a P2P based reference model, deﬁnes the design object, and analyzes the
diﬃculties. And then taking PPLive demand system as an example, it gives client-based solutions, including disk
cache-out strategy, memory cache prefetch strategy, maintaining relations between neighbors, task scheduling,
data upload strategies and so on. PPLive-demand systems are putting into practice at present with satisfactory
ﬂuency and drag delay. The largest number of simultaneous online users is over 210000, and online video data
is over 700. Compared with traditional client-server model, the average bandwidth saving rate of servers is 88%
or more, and the bandwidth saving rate of user-number’s the peak value can be up to 93%.
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1

Introduction

VOD is short for video on demand technology, also known as interactive video on demand system. VOD is
the product of computer technology, network technology and multi-media development. Realizing largescale user base VOD system based on the Internet has long been the target of new Internet business.
Currently, there are many living streaming systems, such as Coolstreaming [1], PPLIVE [2], PPStream [3],
and GridCast [4]. There are also YouTube [5], YouKu [6] and other websites which provide short videos
with relatively low deﬁnition. Traditional VOD services are mainly operated based on the servers/clients
mode. Media data such as videos mainly assemble on servers. Users set up connection with corresponding
servers via a webpage video index, and download data to achieve online viewing. This mode to some
extent realizes VOD service. However, under this mode user number that servers can aﬀord is limited.
Researches have shown that P2P technology can apply to VOD system to save server bandwidth so
as to increase system scalability [7–9]. But it is still diﬃcult to achieve relatively high-deﬁnition, high
ﬂuency and low drag-delay VOD systems. First, VOD systems are highly dynamic. In addition to random
access, it can also be randomly dragged, paused, making P2P topology changed more drastically. Besides,
popular and unpopular channels/ﬁlms coexist. With the increase of channels, the portion of unpopular
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channels will be larger. And users scattered in various locations of channels make data sharing even
harder. Finally, the upload/download bandwidth of every user diﬀers greatly. And due to network
dynamic feature, actual bandwidth capacity changes all the time. So neighbor selection algorithm must
be able to dynamically select high-bandwidth neighbors to download data.
PPLive VOD [10] currently has more than 210000 simultaneous online users and more than 700 channels. The average saving rate of server bandwidth has exceeded 88%, and the peak value can be up
to 93%. Fluency and drag delay works well. The paper introduces P2PVOD system model, design
diﬃculties and performance evaluation combined with PPLive VOD system.
The main contribution of the paper is as follows:
(1) P2PVOD reference model is introduced in detail, including system deployment, storage and distribution of streaming media data and client operation.
(2) Client plays a key role in P2P system. The paper introduces the client design of P2PVOD, which
includes disk cache replacement algorithm, memory prefetching algorithm, neighborship maintaining,
task scheduling and data upload strategies. These strategies adopted by PPLive P2PVOD system show
good overall performance.
(3) The actual operation system shows that P2P technology can achieve large-scale VOD system. The
server bandwidth saving rate can be generally higher than 88%, and reach 93% at peak time.
The structure of the paper is as below: section 2 introduces relative work; section 3 describes P2PVOD
system reference model; section 4 gives P2PVOD design goals and corresponding diﬃculty analysis;
section 5 discusses client strategy, mainly including data caching and scheduling; section 6 introduces the
operation of current system, mainly including server bandwidth saving rate and user experience; section
7 concludes the paper and gives the prospect of further work.

2

Related work

Traditional server/client mode VOD system cannot support large-scale users. To solve this problem,
many schemes are proposed, such as CDN [11] mode and P2P mode. CDN systems construct intellectual
virtual network based on current Internet by placing node servers in the network, so that the bottlenecks
that might aﬀect data transmission rate and stability can be avoided and transmission can be faster and
more stable. For users, not only can responding time be shortened largely, but also connection quality can
be greatly improved. So the overall performance of online access can be eﬀectively improved. However,
VOD service providers still have to pay huge hardware and traﬃc cost.
Recent years, P2P has acquired great success in real-time streaming media application. A great many
good-quality P2P demand softwares have appeared with high server bandwidth saving rate, such as
CoolStreaming [1], PPLive [2], and PPStream [3]. Meanwhile, a great number of measurement analyses
and theoretical researches support P2P demand systems as well. Passive detection technology [12] and
active scramble method [13] were adopted to test system from client perspective. Wu et al. [14] measured
popular P2P demand software from server’s perspective. Hei et al. [15] used queuing theory and random
ﬂow to model P2P system. Zhou et al. [16] used sliding window technology for modeling so as to analyze
buﬀer ﬁlling rate.
Compared with P2P real-time streaming media application, P2PVOD researches are still at the initial
stage. The researches mainly include the following aspects:
(1) Measurement, including user behavior features of VOD system and P2PVOD system performance.
Huang et al. [7] analyzed user behavior features of VOD system by using MSN Video data log of nine
months. They considered that using P2P technology in VOD system can save up 95% server bandwidth.
Cha et al. [17] analyzed video’s life cycle in VOD system like YouTube and users’ diﬀerent request
statistics features according to a great amount of collected video data. At the same time, the bandwidth
saving rate brought by applying P2P technology into YouTube is analyzed as well.
(2) P2PVOD shared application layer design. Tree-shape application layer network architecture is
widely used in organization nodes [18–21]; Cui et al. [22] proposed Ostream scheme that expands application layer multicast and caches data on peers to support VOD. Annapureddy et al. [8] studied the
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ﬂexibility mesh network brought to P2PVOD network by using simulation method.
(3) Support to VCR. Wang et al. [23] proposed a Dynamic Skip List (DSL) to dynamically support
VCR operation; Guo et al. [24] supported VCR by dynamically improving VCR operation data request
priority. He et al. [25] proposed a mixed caching mechanism and prefetching mechanism to improve
VCR’s delay; Cheng et al. [26] proposed a RINDY structure to support VCR.
(4) Data storage. Cheng et al. [27] compared the performance between single video sharing and multivideo sharing in disk caching strategies. They considered that multi-video sharing scheme can bring forth
great performance improvement. Guo et al. [28] put forward a video distinguishing technology to share
videos using BitTorrent method. Theoretical analysis considered that in P2P network, storing data in
proportion can optimize user and network performance [29, 30].
Previous researches mostly lay emphasis on local algorithm’s improvement on certain performance.
The paper gives system reference model combined with large-scale deployed P2P VOD system—PPLive
video on demand system from the whole design perspective. Main diﬃculties of such system design are
analyzed, and the most important client design scheme is given. The actual operation shows average
server bandwidth saving rate can reach 88% or even higher, and bandwidth saving rate of peak user
number can be above 93% with good ﬂuency and drag delay indicators.

3

P2PVOD reference model

Supporting VOD service in the Internet must support large-scale user base. We consider that under
current network conditions, the following design goals of P2PVOD system are reasonable and feasible:
supporting millions of online users, thousands of online videos, 400 kps play rates, user dragging and
other video demand actions. With the uplift of user download bandwidth, especially with ADSL accessing
bandwidth exceeding 2 Mbps, play rates above 1 Mbps will become the design goal of next step. From
the design goal we can see that, how to design high-eﬀective P2P client is the key to achieve system
design. Here we need to propose P2P based system reference model ﬁrst.
3.1

Architecture

Since P2PVOD systems are required to support stable service and peer program running on user host
has strong dynamics, completely relying on user’s peer program is unrealistic. Therefore, servers must be
introduced in P2PVOD system. Servers set in P2PVOD system can well adjust performance of the whole
system under certain condition and provide more reliable services for users. However, the existence of
servers may restrict system scalability. Therefore, how to deploy servers and the function undertaken are
essential. Integrating various factors, we proposed a mixed P2P network architecture, set index server
Tracker, and provide the most basic resource searching function. Meanwhile, unstructured mesh network
is set among peers, and peers can also locate resource and search through the network.
The mixed P2P network architecture we proposed is shown in Figure 1. It is mainly composed of
Trackers, Publish servers, Image servers, Trans servers, Log servers and Peers.
Trackers: P2P index servers of the system responsible for peer ﬁnd-and-search and used to manage
nodes in diﬀerent areas, and store data information owned by client nodes. Client needs to register
Trackers when starting and periodically reporting resources.
Publish servers: mainly responsible for video publishing, registering published resource information to
Trackers, and meanwhile sending video data to Image servers, and setting up copies of many data sources
and generating video lists.
Image servers: responsible for storing video source data, diﬀusing data of the whole P2P network, and
working as data supply servers after video data is diﬀused to some extent.
Trans servers: special for NAT penetrating of UDP message.
Log servers: servers used to collect logs, whose backstage data analysis system can be used for user
behavior analysis and statistics.
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P2PVOD architecture.

In addition to the above servers, start servers can be set to help users’ peers join the system, which is
not drawn in Figure 1.
PPLive video demand systems carry out the deployment based on the reference model. PPLive as a
whole has a Publish server and the system supports across heterogeneous network operation (Education
network, Telecom, Netcom and other diﬀerent ISPs). In each of these networks, there is at least one
Tracker, which has its own Image server in heterogeneous network. Data transmission in ISP backbone
network is reduced by localizing the whole network. Peers in the area can adopt self-organization (Gossip)
method. The network is also easy to manage and maintain and has good controllability. Client (Peers)
can directly face user’s application software. As a common node in P2Pnetwork, a peer can capture
streaming media data to reorganize videos, decode, play, and meanwhile provide physical data storage
and service as well as change resources with other nodes in P2P network.
The system deployment model should be used ﬂexibly combined with diﬀerent requirements. For example, in PPLive deployment, despite the above advantages, we ﬁnd Tracker autonomy has a performance
issue. That is, peers in diﬀerent areas cannot communicate eﬀectively, especially when certain video has
few online users. At this time, peers of one single area cannot constitute eﬀective P2P network, since
resource shortage fails to bring fast enough download data. However, if the connection among Trackers
can be strengthened, the number of peers in P2P network can be increased so that the download rate
among each other can be enhanced. Therefore, system designers should consider the pros and cons of
these two diﬀerent strategies when refering to the model.
As shown in Figure 2, client operation can be mainly divided as login, pause, drag, and logout. The
following are brief introduction.
3.2

Login and logout

After clients login, they ﬁrst join P2P network, connect Bootstrap server, acquire Tracker list, send
connection request to these Tracker lists, choose Trackers that agree to join with the shortest responding
time, register local information (resource, etc.) to them, from time to time carry out alive registration
to Trackers, and then inform Trackers in case local resource has any changes. When clients logout
the system, they ﬁrst logout from P2P network, inform their neighbor peers and all the peers that are
requesting data from them, and then inform logout messages to Trackers registered.
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Client operation.

Play

When clients play a video, they ﬁrst acquire the addresses of source servers from the video list, and at
the same time search addresses of online peers that own the video data (download peers include peers
that are currently viewing the video and peers that have local data but are not viewing the video). And
then they request BBM information from these peers, and meanwhile add the peers that are viewing the
video into neighbor list. Once resource index information is received, send data download request to the
peers. When the number of downloadable peers is less than the threshold, the peers they currently use
can be acquired from their neighbor list to supply local record. All the peers owning the video resources
compose a mesh network. Peers that are viewing the video play a role as network builder and maintainer.
3.4

Drag and stop

VOD system must support drag operation in users’ viewing process. When users drag the progress bar
forward or backward to decide certain time point to view the video, system will ﬁrst check if the local
disk has data. If yes, directly play the video by quickly starting player; if not, continuously download
data needed to peers in use, and start player to view the video until the cache area is suﬃcient. When
the video is ﬁnished or pauses, system will inform current neighbor peers to stop. These neighbor peers
will delete corresponding records, and the play state in the network is changed as well. At this time, data
download task is ended; however, data upload will not be stopped.

4

Design goals and diﬃculties

The design goals of P2PVOD system mainly include server bandwidth saving rate from system perspective
as well as ﬂuency and drag delay from user experience perspective. Meanwhile, design diﬃculties of each
goal are analyzed. Aiming at these diﬃculties, we give solutions from client design perspective in section 5,
and give PPLive measurement of the three performance indicators in section 6.
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Server bandwidth saving rate

Too much server bandwidth cost is the main reason that causes VOD service unproﬁtable. It directly affects the scalability of P2PVOD system. Therefore, server bandwidth saving rate is the most fundamental
indicator. Larger indicator means better performance. The most ideal result is approaching 100%, that
is, almost all the download traﬃc can be solved through data transmission among peers. We deﬁne the
model as follows.
Suppose there are M videos at time t, video i has Ni online users, and the whole video has totally N
online users. Uij denotes the jth user of video i at time t. Pij denotes data downloaded from other peers.
Sij denotes data downloaded from server. Then at time t, Rij denotes the server bandwidth saving rate
of Uij , Ri denotes server bandwidth saving rate of video I, and R denotes the server saving rate of the
whole system respectively.
Rij =
Ri =
R=

Pij
,
pij + Sij

(1)

Ni
1 
Rij ,
Ni j=1

(2)

M Ni
1 
Rij .
N i=1 j=1

(3)

Suppose the network performance is certain. The diﬃculties of improving server bandwidth rate lie in:
ﬁrst, peers have enough potential resources to share; second, peers can choose suitable peers to download.
The ﬁrst point is decided by disk caching strategy, and the second point is decided by task scheduling.
Realization schemes of the above two issues are given in section 5. The following introduces the speciﬁc
design diﬃculties of the two issues.
Disk caching strategy includes the following aspects:
(1) Single video sharing or multiple videos sharing. Single video sharing means that peers only store
and share the videos that are currently viewed. And multiple videos sharing means all the viewed videos
can be stored and shared as long as there is enough cache space. Single video sharing can provide the
simplest sharing strategy, while multiple videos sharing strategy can bring ﬂexibility as well as great
complexity to systems. So strategy selection is a diﬃculty in system design.
(2) Size of sharing disk cache. From system perspective, the larger the better; however, from user
perspective, the smaller the better. Therefore, a trade-oﬀ design becomes a diﬃculty. We consider that
there exists a turning point that when sharing space exceeds it, performance will not be largely improved
through expanding space; however, when sharing space is less than it, performance will be decreased
sharply with the fast reduced sharing space.
(3) The optimal distribution of each video copy. Intuitionally, proportional distribution is a good
choice. But what makes the best distribution still needs theoretical or practical proofs.
(4) Designing a replacement algorithm to achieve the optimal distribution. Trackers can rely on the
overall statistics and demand distribution and send the result to every peer, and guide peer disk to carry
out cache replacement. Although this overall replacement algorithm can get good guiding eﬀect, the
system scalability is limited. Scalability can be improved by using distributed replacement algorithm
that only needs local information. The most direct approach is to replace the earliest viewed video;
however, the replacement eﬀect will be inﬂuenced for sure. So making a trade-oﬀ between the overall
replacement algorithm and distributed replacement algorithm is a tough issue.
Task scheduling strategy should satisfy the following conditions:
(1) Stability. When many fellow peers can provide data for peer A, the resource of each fellow peer
can be fully utilized. When certain peer leaves or fails to provide data, peer A can still acquire data from
other fellow peers to ensure the video stability.
(2) Adaptability. The capacity of fellow peers that can provide peer A with data is diﬀerent, so the
algorithm can continuously self-adapt the change of fellow peer’s service capacity.
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(3) Load balance. Peer A can fully utilize each fellow peer’s resource. In the adjustment, considering
service capacity of each peer, data are distributed equally to ensure load balance among peers. Make
sure current peers are distributed with high, medium, and low connection speed to ensure high speed
download while fully utilizing peers with low upload bandwidth.
4.2

User experience

User experience mainly includes two indicators: one is ﬂuency, that is, the playback pause happening
in the order play due to low download speed; the other is drag delay, that is, the play time interval of
caching certain play time (20 s for PPLive) after dragging to some position. The model is deﬁned as
follows:
Suppose there are M videos in the system, video i has Ni online users, and the whole video has totally
N online users. We assume the jth user (denoted by Uij ) of the ith video drag Cij times, Ts (i, j) denotes
the video play time of the dragged beginning position, and Te (i, j) denotes the play time of the dragged
end position which means the next drag. Then Te (i, j) − Ts (i, j) denotes eﬀective viewing time, Ta (i, j)
denotes the actual viewing time since buﬀer time after drag and that caused by insuﬃcient download
rate. Usually Ta (i, j) is larger than Te (i, j) − Ts (i, j). Fij denotes the viewing ﬂuency of user Uij , Fi
denotes the viewing ﬂuency of video I, and F denotes the viewing ﬂuency of all the videos in the system.
Tb (i, j) denotes the starting play time after enough drag buﬀer. Dij denotes the average drag delay of
Uij , Di denotes the average drag delay of video i, and D denotes the average drag delay of all the videos
in the system.
C
ij


Fij =

1
Cij

k=1

(Te (i, j) − Ts (i, j))
N
ij

k=1

,

(4)

Ta (i, j)

Fi =

Ni
1 
Fij ,
Ni j=1

(5)

F =

M Ni
1 
Fij ,
N i=1 j=1

(6)

Cij
1 
Dij =
(Tb (i, j) − Ts (i, j)),
Cij

(7)

k=1

Ni
1 
Di =
Dij ,
Ni j=1
M Ni
1 
Dij .
D=
N i=1 j=1

(8)

(9)

We can see that the core factor aﬀecting ﬂuency is download speed which is also aﬀected by disk
cache and task scheduling. When download speed is faster than play speed, high-eﬀective peers provide
download data continuously with theoretically 100% ﬂuency. Drag delay is relatively complex. The
inﬂuential factors mainly include: ﬁrst, the acquiring of new neighbors after drag and the connection
setup time; secondly, new neighbor peers’ upload capacity according to downloaders.
Besides random access and leave, there are also random drag and pause in the VOD system. A single
user cannot present all the circumstances. For example, a user viewing half of the video can only provide
the half data sharing. These make P2P topology change drastically. The high dynamic feature of VOD
system will bring great diﬃculties in improving drag delay. We observed that the peers that are currently
downloading probably do not have data of viewing point after drag, especially when the drag is a bigrange one. In this scenario, new neighbors with data after drag should be searched and connection should
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Client architecture.

be reset. Besides, peers with high download speed should be selected as soon as possible. Therefore
setting up connection as soon as possible is a design diﬃculty. In PPLive, this can be solved through
maintaining multi-level neighborship, as will be introduced in subsection 5.2.1.

5

Clients design

In P2P system, clients are the most important modules. And data replication and data schedule are two
main strategies to optimize system performance.
5.1

Client overview

Client (Peers) is the main body of VOD system to achieve P2P function. It can be used either as
data sender or receiver. Logically, we can divide client into three levels: network layer, P2P layer and
application layer. Network layer is responsible for receiving and sending all the messages. P2P layer
impels network data request and analyzes high-level message types. Application layer is responsible for
media play. P2P layer mainly has four key modules: 1) Partnership manager, responsible for neighbor
peers’ addition, deletion, revision as well as neighborship maintenance; 2) Scheduler, responsible for
scheduling data transmission, including data download and upload; 3) Replace manager, responsible for
replacement strategy of disk cache; 4) Prefetch manager, responsible for memory data replacement and
prefetching strategy. Layered protocol structure is shown in Figure 3.
Media data requests adopt pure ‘pull’ mode: Application layer sends request sequence to P2P layer;
P2P layer acquires resource peers from P2P network to maintain neighborship. Peer selection, multi-point
download and task scheduling should meet quality requirement (i.e. video sequence and play ﬂuency) of
streaming media real-time play. P2P layer acquires data from data transmission of underlying network,
and then sends back to application layer. Application layer then redistributes the data and send to
players to play after the cached data are full. The transmission of data pieces and protocol signals all
adopts UDP message mode, so do the algorithms mentioned below.
5.2

Data download

Data download process ﬁrst selects a group of peers as neighbors (potential download objects), and
then requests data from a group of them. Others are spare neighbors that cannot be used temporarily.
According to responding speed of diﬀerent neighbors, download tasks assigned to each neighbors are
dynamically adjusted. Meanwhile, relationship in the whole process is maintained, new neighbors are
introduced, and neighbors either with bad connection or without any data request are dropped. The
following discusses neighborship maintenance and task scheduling separately.
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Neighborship.

Neighborship

Figure 4 shows four kinds of neighborships:
(1) Potential neighbors: peers that have viewing resources.
(2) Neighbors: peers that are maintained by local client and have certain amount of viewing resources,
which include active neighbors and potential neighbors.
(3) Active neighbors: peers that are being downloaded by users.
(4) Alternative neighbors: inactive peers used as spare ones when active neighbors are replaced for some
reasons, such as lack of current requested data or a sudden decrease in current active peers’ download
speed that aﬀects paly ﬂuency. Figure 4 illustrates the relations among these concepts.
Neighborship maintains modules through dynamic adjustment to make the overall download speed
provided by active neighbors a little faster than the play speed (the average code rate). Maintaining
several spare neighbors is to quickly replace or directly join some active neighbors when the download
speed provided by active neighbors is not fast enough, so as to enhance the download speed. Potential
neighbors can acquire their list through Trackers or connected neighbors to set up connections when
current neighbors in use are too few.

5.2.2

Job scheduling

When initializing, select one group of peers as neighbors according to pieces resource ownership of potential neighbors and set the transmission performance of clients and each neighbor as the same. Transmission performance can be described by download speed (i.e., time description of downloading each piece).
Send paralleled data request to neighbors according to task assignment, and receive data pieces returned.
Then peers periodically update download speed of each neighbor and reassign download task. The ones
with higher download speed are assigned more task and send/request data. Periodically judge and update the proportion of neighbors and their tasks assigned based on information assigned and transmission
performance changed. The adjustment carries on until data transmission is ﬁnished. This guarantees the
stability of the overall download data according to current download speed of neighbors.
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5.3

Collection and publishing of supply-demand ratio.

Figure 6

Resource distribution.

Data upload

Upon receiving data request of other peers, client tries to deal with every request. But there are two
restrictions:
(1) Upload restriction: Prevent overﬂow upload packets from aﬀecting intersection of other packets;
real-time monitor other packets’ communication status besides upload packets. When packets communication is aﬀected by high upload, reset to reduce the upload speed.
(2) Connection restriction: Provide limited bandwidth to limited peers to ensure peers’ quality of
service. The maximum connection number of peers that can provide service can be set based on the
positive feedback of upload speed. The larger is the upload speed, the larger is the maximum connection
number accordingly. When connection number of peers exceeds the maximum, drop the requested packets
directly without return.
The strategy is so easy that upload peers only need to fairly dispose all the requested data upload.
In actual operation, data upload side has priority to transfer scarce resource in the system only by
dynamically adjusting download task.
5.4

Disk cache replacement

Researches show that in P2P network, proportional copies storage can achieve the optimal network
performance and user experience [11, 12]. PPLive VOD system currently adopts disk cache replacement
algorithm to realize the distribution using global supply-demand ratio. That is, select the video with the
highest supply-demand ratio in disk cache space, and then delete all the pieces belonged to this video.
The global supply-demand ratio is the ratio between copies of all video pieces and online users that are
viewing this video. Receive-send sketch map is shown in Figure 5. Suppose there are four videos A, B,
C, D; four peers start to view their selected videos separately. The replicas of the videos are shown as
Figure 6. Trackers collect and distribute videos viewed by all the users, and store video information.
A, B, C, D are viewed by each of the four users, A: 50+50=100, B: 50, C: 100+50+50=200, D:
50+50=100. Assume the cache of Peer 1 is full at this time. Then the supply-demand ratio acquired is:
C, D, A. Then C is replaced.

6

PPLive P2PVOD performance evaluations

This section illustrates the eﬀectiveness of the design scheme by using actual deployment of large-scale
P2PVOD system (i.e., PPLive VOD system’s performance indicators on bandwidth saving rate, ﬂuency, drag delay, etc.). These performance indicators are deﬁned in section 4. Three videos with diﬀerent
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Figure 10

BSR of the whole system.

popularity as well as the overall video data in the system are tested for seven days from Dec. 11, 2007
to Dec. 17, 2007 and another two days from April 26, 2008 to April 27, 2008.
6.1

Server bandwidth saving rate

To quantify bandwidth cost saving rate, three types of videos with diﬀerent popularities and all the
videos in the system are sampled. The videos sampled are high-popular movie1, low-popular movie 3
and medium-popular movie 2. The more online users, the more popular the video is. Sample time is
forty-eight hours from 0:00 April 26, 2008 to 24:00 April 27, 2008.
Figures 7–9 are the comparison charts of the three video servers with diﬀerent popularity. We can see
that 1) Bandwidth saving rate has the daily cycle tendency. 2) The bandwidth saving rate of single video
server has considerable jitter. The less popular videos usually have more obvious jitter. The jitter of the
most popular movie 1 mostly achieves 85%–100%. The bandwidth saving rate of the medium-popular
movie 2 is 60%–100%. And that of the lowest popular movie 3 is 0–100%. 3) The popular videos usually
have higher bandwidth saving rate, with the average around 95%, 80%, and 60%.
Figure 10 shows the comparison of the overall server bandwidth saving rates in two days. 1) Average
bandwidth saving rate is around 90%. 2) Daily cycle has strong regularity with very smooth change.
3) The lowest point appears at about 8:00 approaching 85%, and a small valley appears at about 22:30
approaching 90%, and the peak appears at about 20:00 approaching around 95%. Compared with the
change of online user number in one day, we can see that the lowest bandwidth saving rate appears at
around 8:00, since P2P mechanism cannot take eﬀect with few users. The small valley appears at 22:30
when the user number reaches the peak. Therefore, we can see that the sudden increase of user number
may cause the decrease of bandwidth saving rate. 4) Generally, server bandwidth saving rate increases
with the user number. Later we will see that this feature is very useful to actual bandwidth saving rate, as
the bandwidth of the peak user number decides whether VOD service providers purchase the bandwidth.
Compared with daily average bandwidth saving rate, bandwidth saving rate at the peak user number time has more practical meaning. This is because the peak time is basically the time when servers
pay the highest bandwidth. And the network bandwidth purchased by VOD service providers is a ﬁxed
value, which cannot be changed according to the actual situation. To provide good service at all times, the
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Server bandwidth saving at peak time

Peak users

BSR

Playback rate

Saved bandwidth

RMB/(Gbps*month)

Saves/month

210000

93%

380 kbps

77.406 Gbps

50000

3870300
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Viewing ﬂuency distribution.
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Figure 12

Drag delay distribution.

bandwidth purchased should be the bandwidth of the peak time. And the peak server bandwidth value
usually appears at the peak user number time. So the bandwidth saving rate of the peak user number
directly decides the saving of the actual bandwidth purchase.
Table 1 shows the bandwidth saving rate at the peak online user number time. It can be seen that the
bandwidth saving rate at peak time 93% is higher than the average 88%. With 210000 online users and
380 kbps play code rate, the actual bandwidth saving rate is as high as 77.406 Gbps. According to the
current standard RMB 50000 Yuan/Month/Gbps, RMB 3870300 Yuan can be saved monthly.
6.2

User experience

To quantify ﬂuency and drag delay, three types of videos with diﬀerent popularity and all the videos in
the system are sampled using Formulae deﬁned in subsection 4.2. The videos sampled are high-popular
movie 1, low-popular movie 3 and medium-popular movie 2. Sample time is forty-eight hours from 00:00
April 21, 2008 to 24:00 April 21, 2008.
Figure 11 shows the ﬂuency distribution of three videos with diﬀerent popularity. We can see that
generally 68% viewing ﬂuency is smaller than 0.9. Fluency is almost the same for videos with diﬀerent
popularity. And these videos can be supported fairly. Service can provide extra download traﬃc, even
though enough download speed cannot be acquired from peers. Videos’ low ﬂuency lies in the statistic
method used by log servers, where drag and pause time is also counted into waiting time.
Figure 12 shows the drag time distribution of three videos with diﬀerent popularity. We can see that
more that 70% drag time is within 30 s, and the starting speed is evenly distributed from 5 to 35 s which
are mainly decided by the download speed of neighbor peers after drag. Since neighbor peers are selected
randomly to download after drag, the drag time for videos with diﬀerent popularity diﬀers slightly.

7

Conclusions and further work

The paper ﬁrst proposes a mixed P2P network structure, which takes Trackers as servers to provide the
most fundamental resource search functions. Meanwhile, unstructured mesh networks are set up among
peers, and peers can also locate and search resources through these networks. Based on this structure
and model, data storage and distribution of streaming media as well as users’ operation behaviors are
introduced, and main diﬃculties in P2PVOD design are analyzed. We deem that the key lies in how to
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fully take advantages of peers to reduce servers’ load. The main technique used is designing corresponding replacement algorithm, dynamically maintaining neighborship and adjusting data download through
studying data copies’ reasonable distribution. The client strategy design plays a critical role in solving
these issues. P2PVOD system combined with PPLive gives the design model for the client, disk cache
replacement algorithm, memory cache prefetching algorithm, data download and upload strategies. Finally, performance of PPLive P2PVOD system including server bandwidth saving rate, viewing ﬂuency
and drag speed are analyzed based on the results from the overall videos and three videos with diﬀerent
popularity. Data show that the average server bandwidth saving rate can reach 88% or even higher, and
the peak value can be up to 93%. The paper veriﬁes the huge advantages of P2P technology in VOD
service, and provides a reference model regarding to P2PVOD client design. In the research, we observe
that data pieces of a same video are unevenly distributed, usually more in the beginning and less in the
end. Next we will study the disk replacement algorithm deployed with smaller granularity. Meanwhile,
we will also consider further neighbor ﬁlter for Trackers to enhance the responding speed after drag.
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